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Measurement
And

Uncertainty

Based on
“Guidelines for Evaluating and Expressing the 
Uncertainty of NIST Measurement Results”,

NIST Technical Note 1297, 1994 Edition
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Measurement approximates or 

estimates a specific quantity 

(measurand)

by sampling a probability distribution
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A complete result requires a 

quantitative statement

(uncertainty)

describing this probability 

distribution
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Uncertainty
● Different measurement techniques can—but 

may very well not—obtain  essentially the same 
central value for the measurand

● Different measurement techniques likely 
sample different distribution functions:
– Central value may differ (perhaps systematically)

– Spread around the central value will differ
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Quantified Uncertainty

● An interval within which the measurand with a 
definable probability resides

● Comprised of two operationally distinguishable 
but complementary evaluational approaches
– Statistical methods (Type A)

– All other methods (Type B)

[Either approach may quantify random and 
systematic effects]
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Evaluational Approaches

● Represent each with an estimated variance and 
estimated standard deviation (standard 
uncertainty)

Type A

Type B
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Type A (Statistical) Uncertainty

● Assume random fluctuations among 
measurements

● Possible sources:
– State of measurand changes

– State of measuring instrument changes

– State of environment changes

– Measuring procedure changes

● Note:  any of these changes may be systematic 
rather than random
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Type A Evaluation of Standard 
Uncertainty

● Based on a valid statistical method

for example:
– Statistically-estimated variance,

– Statistically-estimated standard deviation,

– Associated number of degrees of freedom,
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Type B Evaluation of Standard 
Uncertainty

● Can dominate when type A uncertainty small
● Based on an assumed probability distribution 

chosen through informed scientific judgment
– Previous measurements

– Experience or general knowledge

– Manufacturer’s specifications

– Calibration or other reported data (e.g., handbooks)
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What Informs Judgment?
● Quoted uncertainties (e.g., specifications)

– Multiples of standard uncertainty?

– Confidence level (reference normal distribution)?

● Assume a model for measurement distribution
– Rectangular distribution when all values within limits 

are equally likely

– Triangular distribution when likely values cluster 
within a limited range

– Normal (Gaussian) distribution when likely values 
cluster but the range of possible values is 
unclear/unlimited
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Type A evaluations based on limited data are not 

necessarily more reliable than soundly-based 

Type B evaluations

● Calibrate

● Collect as much data as is feasible, varying 

relevant parameters

● Model the measurement process
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Components of a Measurement

● A symbol representing the measured quantity
● Measurand
● Uncertainty of measurement
● Units (if any)
● Confidence interval
● Probability distribution function (PDF) used to 

estimate uncertainty and confidence interval

Z = (measurand ± uncertainty) units (CI%, PDF)
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Reporting a Measurement
(Conventions)

● Precision (decimal places) of uncertainty 
determines precision of measurement

● Uncertainty contains only 1 or 2 significant 
figures

● Decimal places of measurand match the 
decimal places of uncertainty
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Combined Standard Uncertainty

The simplest case

● Single measurand

● Type A and Type B contributions:
− Uncorrelated

− Random

− Sample same probability distribution function
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Multiple Type B Contributions

● Sample same probability distribution function

● Uncorrelated

The simplest case
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Combining Uncertainty 
Contributions

● Sample different probability distribution functions

where      scale interval sizes
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Combined Standard Uncertainty

General Case
● Propagation of uncertainty

– Combined measurands

– Covariance

Correlation Coefficient
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Estimating Systematic Uncertainties

● Determinate
– Apply suitable correction to data

– Increase (Type A or Type B) uncertainty

● Indeterminate
– Guess or estimate magnitudes of all possible 

sources and combine quadratically; increase 
uncertainty

– If unable to quantify: note the sign and the effect of 
the sign on measurand
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Relative Uncertainty

Combined relative uncertainty can't be smaller than

Relative uncertainty of any contribution to
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Confidence Interval

● Determine approximate level of confidence 
such that 

Coverage
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Components of a Measurement

Z = (measurand ± uncertainty) units (CI%, PDF)
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Data Analysis

● Describing the data (that is, the probability 

distribution function the data should represent)

● Making inferences from the data
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Descriptive Methods

● Frequency Distributions
● Measures of central tendency
● Measures of dispersion or spread (estimated 

standard uncertainties)
● Shape
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(Relative) Frequency Function

● Random variable x
● Frequency function f(x) gives the probability, 

f(x0), that x=x0

● When normalized, this is the Probability Distribution 
Function, PDF
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Frequency Function

● x discrete

● Probability distribution function (PDF)
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Frequency Function

● x continuous

● Probability distribution function (PDF)
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Estimate of Central Tendency

● Mean (average)
● Median
● Mode
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Mean (Average)

● Best when data set is expected (in principle) to 
be a collection of identical numbers, and

● When the PDF is expected to be symmetric
● As the data set grows, the mean should change 

less and never in a systematic direction.
– Check via a “time series” and running average.
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Median

● For skewed data and data with outliers
– Better than mean when only one side of a 

distribution is bounded

● A location parameter:  the middle value in 
(linearly) ordered data
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Mode

● Most common value in a frequency distribution
● Not necessarily unique [as are the mean and 

(usually) the median]
● Useful for nominal data, or numerical data 

treated as nominal
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Estimates of Type A Standard 
Uncertainty

● Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD)
– Estimated standard deviation

– Standard error of the mean

● Dispersion around a median
● Dispersion from a mode
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Root Mean Square Deviation 
(RMSD)
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Sample Standard Deviation

Estimated uncertainty of a single measurement
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Standard Error of the Mean

Estimated Uncertainty of the measured mean
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Weighted Averages

● The mean of quantities with different 
uncertainties must be weighted by factors 
inversely proportional to their respective 
uncertainties squared:
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Dispersion Around a Median

● Range

● Interquartile Range:  25%-ile – 75%-ile

● Average Absolute Deviation:

● Median Absolute Deviation
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Dispersion from a Mode

● Variation ratio, VR
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Skewness

● Measures a frequency distribution’s asymmetry
● The sign indicates the direction of the tail
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Estimates of Type B Standard 
Uncertainty

● Rectangular PDF
– Uncertainty clearly bounded on both sides

– No value within those bounds preferred

● Triangular PDF
– Uncertainty clearly bounded on both sides

– Prefer a certain value within bounds

● Gaussian PDF
– Uncertainty unbounded on both sides

– Central value well-estimated by mean
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Rectangular PDF
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Triangular PDF
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Gaussian PDF
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Gaussian Distribution
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(Stable) Digital Reading

● Rectangular PDF
● Bounds are ± ½(1 LSD) [least significant digit]
● Standard uncertainty = half this interval / 
● Area bounded by ± 1 standard uncertainty: 58%
● Reported uncertainty = coverage * standard 

uncertainty 

√3
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(Bounded) Analog Reading
● Triangular PDF

– Peak at best estimate

– Base extending to exclusion boundary
● Setting boundaries is a judgment call

● Peak height =                 (A = 1)
● Standard uncertainty = half base width / 
● Area bounded by ± 1 standard uncertainty: 65%
● Reported uncertainty = coverage * standard 

uncertainty

1
1
2 (base width)

√6
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Tricky Measurements
● Round objects' dimensions

– Diameter

– Quantify difficulties and irregularities

– Project if too large for calipers

– Exclude regions and form triangular PDF

● Ill-defined edges
– Don't deform

– Edges, not instrument, limit precision

– Bound range and establish triangular PDF
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Tricky Measurements

● Fluctuating digital readings
– Estimate range of fluctuations

– Middle value is central value

– Form triangular PDF

● Moving objects
– Stopping may not be appropriate

– Bound and form triangular PDF
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Converting PDFs for Combining

● Rectangular → Triangular:
● Rectangular → Normal:
● Triangular → Rectangular:
● Triangular → Normal:
● Normal → Rectangular:
● Normal → Triangular:
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Making Inferences from Data

● Comparisons

● Determining the Frequency Distribution

– Maximum Likelihood

● Determining the relationship between variables

– Least Squares

– Goodness of fit
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Comparisons

● t-test

● Percent Difference

No

Yes
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Maximum Likelihood:  Determining a 
Parameter of a Frequency Function
● Assuming

● Likelihood

● Log-likelihood
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Least -Squares:  Determining the 
Relationship between Two Variables
● y is related to x by a function with parameters 

a1...aν 

● Assume     belong to a Gaussian population 
with standard deviation σi 
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Minimize Log-Likelihood
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Goodness of Fit:  Residuals

●

● Histogram
– Normal with mean of zero

● Scatterplot residual vs independent variable
– Horizontally distributed
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Goodness of Fit:  Chi-Square

● Functional relations

● Classes of occurrences
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χ2 Distribution

ν degrees of freedom
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χ2 Frequency Function
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Non-Negligible Independent 
Variable Uncertainties

●

●

or
●

●

● Refit with adjusted uncertainties
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